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L. Bürger, Zs. Szegi, E. Végh: Real-Time Executive for a Basic Principle 
Siraulator. KFKI-1987-53/G 

ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the Real-Time Executive of the Basic Principle y 

Simulator under development in the Central Research Institute for Physics.ч 

This Executive System contains eight programs and a sophisticated Data Base. 
The operation of the programs and the detailed structure of the Data Base 
-are presented. The control of the execution of the model programs, their 
timing and the error recoveries are also discussed. 

Л. Бюргер, Ж. Сеги, Э. Вег: Программа-диспетчер реального времени для прин
ципиального симулятора. KFKI-1987-53/G 
АННОТАЦИЯ 

В работе описывается разрабатываемая в Центральном институте физических 
исследований ВАН программная система-диспетчер, работающая в реальном време
ни, для принципиального оимулятора. Эта система состоит из восьми программ и 
базы данных сложной структуры. Описывается работа программ и подробно изла
гается структура базы данных. Подробно обсуждается также управление работой 
модельных программ, их синхронизация и методы устранения ошибок. 

Bürger L., Szegi Zs., Végh E.: Az Alapelvi Szimulátor real-time-ja. 
KFKI-1987-53/G 

KIVONAT 
A dolgozat ismerteti a Központi Fizikai Kutató Intézetben fejlesztés 

alatt álló Alapelvi Szimulátor real-time executive rendszerét. Ez a rendszer 
nyolc programból és egy bonyolult adatbázis struktúrából áll. A dolgozat le
írja a programok működését/ valamint részletesen ismerteti az adatbázis szer
kezetét. Részletesen tárgyaljuk a modell programok futtatásának vezérlését, 
ütemezését, valamint a hibaelhárítási eljárásokat. 



JNTKOnUCTION Ч ' ''•"' "-*' -'-* '-' 

A Basic Principle Simulator for WWER-440 type Nuclear Power 
Plant» is under development in the Central Research Institute 
for Physics , Budapest. So far the technological models of both 
I he primary and secondary circuits are ready f—1-,2-гЗ-] and this 
paper presents the"*on-line operating environment which controls 
the simulator. 

The simulation computer is a Hungarian made PDP-11 compatible 
computer with RSX-11M/PLUS operating system. The results of the 
simulation are displayed on a special control desk [ 4 J which 
also contains the controller keys and pushbuttons. 

The operating environment contains eight programs» several data 
strictures and a differntial equation solution system.The Execu
tive program controls the running of the model programs and that 
of the I/O communication and monitoring tasks. The Operator's 
System controls the status of the simulation and it provides a 
tool for on-line data manipulations in the Data Base. Two Commu
nication programs connect the Data Base to the control desk of 
the simulator .The numerical integrations are solved by a dedica
ted Fortran program built together with the model programs. The 
Monitor program stores the values of the specified variables in 
».•ach simulation cycle for plot and report generation. For back
tracking purposes the Snapshot program copies the Data Base 
into the Backtracking File .The Event program stores the events 
occuring during a simulation session for later evaluation. The 
Alarm program checks predefined variables against alarm viola-
t i on. 

The Data Base is a set of different data structures connecting 
the models to each other and providing a communication surface 
«•'ith a vieM? to the man/machine communication. 

T11F. KXRtlUTlVl? I'KOiiKAM 

The lixecuti vo program control» the execution of the model prog
rams and the I/O communication programs.The Executive program is 
'ho parent tank and all of the models and communication tasks 
.»re its offspring programs because the Executive is started at 
the end of each model component .In this way the Executive gets 
control when 

- a »io«le I program »я finished, 
- i model program aborts for any reason, 
- a Mo»!*«) program is not fininhnd within a time-out in
terval , 
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The Executive operates on the basis of a task queue . This queue 
is a 32-element list . Every element of the list describes the 
state of a task.Befere the execution of the tasks prescribed in 
the queue it is alwBys the Input Communication Program that is 
started and when the last element of the queue is finished the 
Output Communication Task and then the Monitor, Snapshot and 
Alarm Tasks get control. 

The execution of the model tasks,together with the I/O communi
cation programs and the Monitor and Snapshot tasks is known as 
simulation cycle. At the end of each simulation cycle the Execu
tive modifies the Data Base if it is requested through the Ope
rator's System then it makes an idle cycle in order to produce a 
1 sec. long simulation cycle time.During large transients it may 
happen that the execution time of the models is longer than 1 
sec. ;in this case there is no idle cycle and a new simulation 
cycle is started immediately .Since the simulation time is cont
rolled by the Executive, in this case the clock will be slowed 
down. 

One element of the task queue contains eight words with the fol
lowing structure: 

L ! Task ID ! Next element 

Task flag 

Max. execution time 

Message identifier 

Reserve 

Task name 

The "Next element" pointer is a byte containing the serial num
ber of the next list element .If this pointer is zero «there are 
no more list elements. 

The Task ID is an integer »in the range of 1-32) identifying the 
given lint element.If the L bit is zero, the given list element 
if, empty (i,f!,:no model is specified). 
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0 bit 
1 bit 
2 bit 
3 bit 
4 bit 
5 bit 
6 bit 
7 bit 

The "Task name" is a.max. 6 characters long string identifying 
the task connected to the task queue element. 
The task flag stores the actual status of the task as follows: 

- active/inactive task, 
- running (under execution), 
- conditional/unconditional execution, 
- waiting for execution, 
- abortei due to fatal error, 
- time-out expired, 
- a message is specified in the 4th word, 
- reserve. 

8-15 bit- execution counter 

The Executive always reflects the actual state of the tasks in 
their flag words,while the Operator's System can display and mo
dify these words. With the help of the flag words the running of 
the models can be controlled and monitored independently during 
their testing by the Operator's System. 
A task can be in several states as it is presented in Pig.l. A 
task is ACTIVE if it can be started.A task goes to the INACTIVE 
state if 
- it is aborted due to a fatal error, 
- it is not finished within the time-out interval, 
- it is inhibited through the Operator's System. 

A task can be activated by the Operator's System. 
When a task is active its starting can be either CONDITIONAL or 
UNCONDITIONAL.In the conditional starting state the task is ini
tiated as many times as is specified in the execution oounter. 
The Executive decreases this counter at every starting of the 
task and the counter is set by the Operator's System. In the un
conditional starting state the task is started at every turn 
when it is specified in the task queue. 

The task is in the RUN state if it is under execution.The task 
is in the WAIT state if it can be initiated,i.e. it is either in 
the unconditional starting state,or the content of the exeoution 
counter is not zero. 
For program development it is very useful that every task can 
send a message to the console terminal during its exeoution. The 
executive sends the message specified in the"Message identifier" 
of the task queue element if the message bit of the task flag is 
set. . 
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The whole simulator can be either in the RUN or in the FREEZE 
states.In the RUN state the executable models of the task queue 
( i.e. those which are waiting for execution) are started after 
each other and the simulation time is increased at every simu
lation cycle. 
In the FREEZE state the programs of the task queue,the Monitor, 
Snapshot and Alarm programs are not started and the simulation 
time is not changed. The simulator state can be changed by the 
Operator's System. There are Data Base manipulations which are 
permitted only in the FREEZE state ; the Initial Condition 
loading/saving or Backtracking can be initiated only in this 
state.The simulator states and their transitions are presented 
in Fig.2. 

INPUT/OUTPUT COMMUNICATION 
The input/output communication between the trainee and the simu
lator is provided through a special terminal, forming a control 
desk [4 ] .This desk is connected to the simulator computer as an 
asynchronous terminal in the input direction,while the output is 
organized through a DMA (Direct Memory Access) line. 
The first element of the simulation queue is the Input Communi-
nication Program.This program asks for the inputs of the control 
desk (polling).The desk sends back a massage containing the fol
lowing information: 

256-bit digital inputs, 
17 digit pairs in BCD code, 
32-byte cotroller positions. 

The Input Communication Program stores the received information 
in the data base by using the I/O Association Tables ( see DATA 
EASE ORGANIZATION). Moreover, if the simulator is in the " Run " 
state, the program sends a message to the Event program when any 
of the digital inputs changes.(see EVENT MONITORING). 
The digital inputs are converted into logical, variables ; the 
other two input types are loaded into the Data Base as real 
values. 
After the execution of the model programs ,specified in the task 
queue,the Output Communication Program is initiated.This program 
first collects the analogue output variables to be sent to the 
control desk,then converts them into integer bytes . The break
points of the linear representation ranges are stored in the 
Representation Table of the output variables (see DATA BASE OR
GANIZATION). The coded values of the output variables are stored 
as integer bytes in the Output Buffer Area of the DMA driver. 
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After having finished the coding of the analogue output variab
les the digital variables displayed in the control desk are col
lected in the same buffer area .This collection is again table 
controlled. In the Output Buffer Area there is roon for the fol
lowing values: 

- 128 analogue variables ( each coded into one integer 
byte) 

- 256 tristate logical variables, 
- 16 digit-pairs for BCD coded variables. 

When the Output Buffer Area of the DMA link is ready,the program 
starts the DMA driver ,and the Output Communication Program be
gins to send messages to the controllers built in the control 
desk of the simulator through the asynchronous terminal line. 
Each controller is addressable and there are the following types 
of messages: 

- move in open direction with x steps, 
- move in close direction with x steps, 
- inhibit moving, 
- go to "manual" operating mode, 
- go to "automatic" operating mode, 
- preset, the controller into the x position. 

All of the above messages are character strings containing a 
prefix, an address and a parameter.With these messages the con
trollers can realize both time modulated operation with 0.1 sec. 
time resolution [ 4 ] and presetting of the controllers to any 
position during Initial Condition Loading and Backtracking. The 
controller commands are initiated by either the simulation mo
dels of the controllers or the Operator's System. 

SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

All of the technological models have been developed in the FOR-
SIM simulation package [5], so it. was quite logical to preserve 
us much as possible from this in the on-line system . However, 
HÍ rice the initialization of the tasksfi>nd the I/O communication 
und debugging utilities ,are quite different »only the numerical 
integration methods and their control are organized in a similar 
way »s in the FORSIM system.It means that all independent model 
tanks arc written in Fortran and built with a special MAIN prog
ram, which solves the needed integration.Every technological mo
del is regarded я.ч » subroutine call od ая UPDATE from the main 
program. Every independent model task has its own main program 
to integrate t hov.e Data Вале variables which ere listed in the 
INTEOI. negmenl. of the tnuk.When a rnodel program is started ftht.-
Executive' progr.-viii specifies я. one second time interval in a 
control variable and each model task calculates for that time. 
The independent vari-ble (time) i •'. controlled by the Executive 
program. 
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MALFUNCTION MODELLING 
The Malfunction task is similar to the technological aodela ,but 
it is always the first program in the task queue. Malfunctions 
are initiated by the Operator's System which sends a message to 
the Malfunction task when a malfunction command is received. 
Since the Malfunction task runs immediately after the Input Com
munication Program,it can overide any input variable if the ini
tiated malfunction needs this effect. The Malfunction task can 
generate tabulated time functions and it changes external para
meters in order to provide predefined changes in the simulated 
process (e.g. load change).Leakages are modelled by opening val
ves in the corresponding models. 
Since every malfunction is related to a given time, the task 
sends a message to the Event program when a malfunction actually 
starts. 

PARAMETER MONITORING 
When the simulator is in the " Run " state the Monitor program 
stores the values of 32 different variables at the end of each 
simulation cycle into a record of the Plot Buffer.This is a cir
cular buffer containing 3600 records, thus it can store the 
history of the past one hour. The monitored parameters are de
fined by the Monitor Table containing the IDs of the selected 
variables. Any variable can be selected for monitoring through 
the Operator's System. 
The content of the Plot Buffer can be printed out by the Repor
ter program,or it can be displayed on a colour graphic display 
by the Plot program.For scaling the plots on the display every 
monitored parameter has two limit parameters that specify the 
representation range of the variable.These parameters are stored 
in the Range Table of the Data Base. 
EVENT MONITORING 
In the "Run" state every action of the trainee »every alarm 
level violation and the initiation of every malfunction is re
corded in the Event File. The events are stored in this file by 
the Event program which gets information from 

- the Input Communication Program when a digital input 
from the control desk changes, 

•- from the Malfunction Task when it initiates a new mal
function, 

- from the Alarm Program when an alarm level is violated 
or an alarm ceases. 
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The events are first stored in an Event Buffer in coded for»,and 
when this buffer is full, they are stored in the Event File. The 
Event File is used by the Reporter program for event log and 
alarm log generation,when this is requested through the Opera
tor's System. 

ALARM MONITORING 

When the simulator is in the "Run"state the Alarm program checks 
a maximum 64 variables whether they are in a range defined in
dependently for each of them. The Identity Codes of the checked 
variables are stored in the Alarm Table,while the upper and lo
wer alarm levels for the selected variables are stored in the 
Level Table. Both of these tables can be modified through the 
Operator's System.Moreover,these tables belong to the Data Base 
as well;thus, they are loaded with the Initial Condition, or 
during backtracking. 

SNAPSHOTS OF THE DATA BASE 
Backtracking needs the image of the Data Base to be stored at 
every five minutes or at any time when it is requested.The Snap
shot program stores the 
- Value Field, 
- Flag Field, 

Alarm and Level Tables, 
Monitor and Range Tables 

of the Data Base in a record of the Snapshot File at the end of 
a simulation cycle. The Executive starts the Snapshot program 
when the selected 5-minute interval has expired,or when the 
start is requested by the Operator's system. In the Snapshot 
File there are 96 records ,thus an eight-hcur long simulation 
session can be covered by this system. 
The collected snapshots are used when the Instructor fishes to 
go back in time in order to repeat an action. In this case one 
of the snapshot records is loaded into the Data Base as a new 
initial condition (see OPERATOR'S SYSTEM). 
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DATA BASE ORGANIZATION 
In the data base of the simulator there are all of the variables 
which 
- forir connections among the different models, 
- have any physical meaning (measured variables), 
- play role in the input/output communication, 
- are tunable parameters. 
Every variable has the following attributes in the data base : 
- name, 
- physical dimension, 
- identity code, 
- a short definition, 
- name of the generating task, 
- value, 
- flag, 
- description of the representation area, 
- description of the I/O communication (if it has any). 
Both the name and the dimension are arbitrary character strings, 
not longer than 6 characters.The identity code (ID) is an inte
ger and all of the data base structures are ordered acoording to 
this code.All of the former entities are stored in the Name Tab
le of the data base. 
The definition is a character string which describes the given 
variable,moreover,it contains the name of the task which gives a 
value to the variable. 
The value is either a single precision floating point number, or 
a 2-word long integer. The values of all the variables form the 
Value Field of the Data Base. 
The flag is a status word with the following structure: 

1 1 3 8 3 bits 
I 0 I X : Type : Address JSubaddr.; 

where 
0 - displays whether the variable is used in the I/O 

communication (1 if used and 0 if not used), 
X - not used, 
Type - determines the type of I/O representation as fol

lows: 
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1 - analogue output value, 
2 - ti-istate (dark, light .blinking) output value, 
3 - BCD coded output value, 
4 - digital input (logical) value, 
5 - controller position value, 
6 - BCD coded input value. 

Address - byte address in the corresponding I/O buffer 
area, 

Sutaddress - bit address in the byte (if it has meaning) 
The flags are stored in the Flag Field of tne data base. 

Every analogue output variable has a Representation Descriptor 
Block.The representation area of each analogue output is nonli
near on the indicators of the control desk.This area is composed 
of three linear ranges connected to each other . In general the 
middle range is the largest, and the value of the variable is in 
this range in normal cases.The connecting narrow lower and upper 
ranges are very compressed:they are used only during large tran
sients. In the Descriptor Block the limiting values of the repre
sentation ranges are stored,thus it stores 4 floating point num
bers and the corresponding 4 integer byt~s . The representation 
descriptor blocks of the analogue output variables form a Repre
sentation Table in the data base. 

The I/O communication is table controlled in view of which there 
are six I/O Association Tables ,viz. 

- ID/analogue output Association Table, 
- ID/tristate output Association Table, 
- ID/BCD coded output Association Table, 
- ID/digital input Association Table, 
- ID/controller Association Table, 
- ID/BCD coded input Association Table. 

In the above tables the Identity Codes of those variables are 
stored that take part in the corresponding communication.The IDs 
are ordered by their address in the corresponding I/O buffer 
area. 

The Alarm Checking and the Parameter Monitoring also need cont
rol tables ( Alarm -, Monitor -»Level -, Range Tables and Task 
Queue) ;these belong to the Data Base as well. 
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The image of the Data Base is stored in two different filee : in 
the Initial Condition File and in the Snapshot File. The former 
stores eight ICs (0-7). ICO is a special Initial Condition, be
cause the CLOSE operator's command automatically stores in this 
file the actual state of the Data Base. In this way a simulation 
session can be interrupted and continued at any time. 
The Snapshot File stores different Data Base images recorded at 
regular intervals for Backtracking. However,this is a temporal 
file,i.e. its content is lost when the simulation session is fi
nished because the OPEN operator's command (initiating a new si
mulation session, clears the Snapshot File. 
OPERATOR'S SYSTEM 
The Operator's System is a tool by which 
- the Data Base can be monitored or modified, 
- the execution of the model tasks can be controlled, 
- the operation of the simulator can be changed, 
- different malfunctions and transients are initiated. 
The Operator's System manipulates in the Data Base and in the 
Task Queue.Since its operation is asynchronous with the Execu
tive program,it does not modify directly the listed resources 
but it requests the modification froia the Executive. In this way 
the Data Base always remains consistent because the Executive 
carries out the modification at the end of the simulation cycle. 
The Operator's Sys» *" maintains a dialogue with the operator 
through the console inal of the simulator computer.There are 
the following commands in the system: 

DATA BASE MANIPULATION COMMANDS: 
VARIABLE name VALUE - displays the value of the nam

ed variable, 
VARIABLE name TYPE - displayd the type and the I/O 

address of the named variable, 
VARIABLE name FLAG - displays the flag bit of the 

named variable, 
VARIABLE name REPRESENTATION - gives the breaking points 

of the representation area for 
analogue output variables, 

VARIABLE name DESCRIPTION - displays a short specifica-
cation of the named variable, 

CHANNEL identity code - gives the name, dimension and 
description of the variable, 

With the first four commands of the above group the requested 
entity can be modified as well. 
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TASK EXECUTION CONTROL COMMANDS: 
TASK name CONDITION 
TASK паве LOAD x TIME у 

TASK name UNLOAD 
TASK name ACTIVE 
TASK name INACTIVE 
TASK name STEP x 
TASK name RUN 

SIMULATOR CONTROL COMMANDS: 
RUN 
FREEZE 
1 STEP 
1С x LOAD 
1С x SAVE 
BACKTRACK X 
SNAPSHOT 
CLOSE 

OPEN 

INSTRUCTOR COMMANDS: 
LIST NAMES 

LIST ALL 
LIST PARAMETER name FROM 

displays the actual state of 
named model task, 
loads the task into the x-th 
element of the task queue with 
у time-out parameter, 
clears the named task from the 
task queue, 
activates the named task, 
inhibits the named task, 
orders the execution of the 
named task x times, 
orders the continuous execu
tion of the named task. 

starts the simulation, 
freezes the simulation, 
in the FREEZE state one simu
lation cycle is executed, 
loads ths x-th Initial Condi
tion into the Data Base, 
saves the actual Data Base as 
Initial Condition No.x. 
loads the x-th Backtracking 
record into the Data Base, 
saves the Data Base into the 
Backtracking File, 
freezes the simulation and sa
ves the actual Data Base as 
Initial Condition No.O. 
initiate3 the simulation by 
opening and clearing the dif
ferent monitor ft les(e.g.event 
file), 

- lists the name of the monito
red parameters with their rep
resentation range, 

• prints the values of every mo
nitored parameter, 
x TO у - prints the values of 
the monitored variable deter
mined by the name in the x,y 
time interval, 
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LIST EVENTS 
LIST ALARMS 
LIST LEVELS 

PARAMETER name INCLUDE 

PARAMETER name EXCLUDE 
PARAMETER name INCLUDE 

PARAMETER name EXCLUDE 
PARAMETER name LOWER 

PARAMETER name UPPER 

MALFUNCTION x TIME у 

- prints the event log from the 
event file, 

- prints the alarm violations 
from the event file, 

- prints the names of the vari
ables checked against alarm 
violation with the alarm le
vels, 

MONITOR WITH x,y -takes the Iden
tity Code of the named variab
le into the Monitor Table with 
x and у delimiter parameters 
in the Range Table ( See PARA
METER MONITORING), 

MONITOR -clears the variable from 
the Monitor and Range Tables, 

ALARM x,y-takes the Identity Code 
of the named variable into the 
Alarm Table and loads x the as 
lower,and у ая the upper limit 
into Level Tabic .( see ALARM 
MONIRING). 

ALARM - clears the variable from 
the Alarm Table, 

- gives the lower alarm level of 
the named variable, and this 
can be modified, 

- g'.ves the upper alarm level of 
the named variable, and this 
can be modified, 

- initiates Malfunction No.x at 
time y. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The described Real-Time Executive is for uee in a Basic Prin
ciple Simulator for a PWR type Nuclear Power Plant.The off-line 
model development is almost ready and the whole simulator de
velopment is to be completed in the near future. 
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Fig. 1. Task states and their permitted transitions 
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Fig . 2 . Simulator s t a t e s and Simulator contro l commands 
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